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Superflow in Solid Helium



Today’s Paper



Background: Superfluid 4He 

� He-4 (“boson”)
� Superfluid at T=2.14K 

(Landau, 1962)
� Quantum phenomena 

(similar to 
superconductivity) →
Macroscopic quantum 
state (BEC forms) 

� 1967 – Superfluid 3He at 
~2mK (!) → Nobel Prizes 
awarded to D. M. Lee 
and R. C. Richardson 
(experiment) in 1996 and 
to Tony Legget (theory) 
in 2003



Background: Superfluid 4He 

� Interesting phenomena: 
Zero viscosity flow, film 
flow, quantized vortices 
and Non-Classical 
Rotational Inertia (NCRI).

� In this last case, when the 
fluid is rotated below Tc and 
with ω< ωc, the moment of 
inertia decreases from the 
classical value by

fs(T) →1 as T →0 is the 
“superfluid fraction”.



“Supersolid ” 4He ???? 



“Supersolid ” 4He ???? 

“Anthony J. Leggett of the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign , one of the first 
theorists to propose supersolidity, doubts 
that Chan and Kim have uncovered the 
supersolidity that he and other theorists 
have envisioned. After all, he notes, 
helium frozen within glass pores differs 
markedly from the bulk crystals to which 
the theories apply. Instead, he speculates 
that the scientists have detected some 
other type of superfluid behavior.”

BUT...
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Today’s Paper: the comment.

(...)

(...)



The experiment:

� High pressure, low T (in order to make sure the Helim is solid)
� Measure the resonance period * 2 /I kτ π=



The experiment: Results

* 2 /I kτ π= *ω ω<



The experiment: Results

( ) /s sf T ρ ρ=



The experiment: Results



Conclusions: Why is it a 
Science paper? 

� NCRI in solid 4He with fs~1.7%. If correct, “the 
implications are revolutionary”, according to Leggett.
� It’s a crystaline solid. Is there some sort of BEC there?
� “Zero-Point Vacancy” Bose-Einstein Condensation if Natoms< 

Nsites? 
� Is it a metastable phase of some sort?
� If Natoms= Nsites, could exchange processes display NCRI?

� The current picture of solid 4He will have to be 
“dramatically revised”.

� Hope I could answer at least ½ of Nancy’s 
questions... ☺


